MyMEDIS.IN ICO is Now Live– MyMedis.IN
Creates a New Paradigm in the Healthcare
Industry Using Block-chain Technology
With MEDIS, users can earn MediCOIN
in exchange for their data, and spend
them when they need treatment,
medication or healthcare services.
WESTERVILLE, OHIO, USA, December
7, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ -MyMedis.In is a patient-centric portal
designed to store a copy of your medical
records in your medical wallet. The
MyMedis.In service incentivizes the
patients to benefit monetarily from
sharing their behavioral data and medical
history. MyMedis.IN is positioned to
become a global administrator of medical Imaigne getting paid to visit a doctor
information of personally generated
health data for the patient. This new
medical storage system will assist users in locating the right doctor, hospital or clinic to provide the
best possible service for treatment or testing on a global scale. World-renowned hospitals can now
easily connect and facilitate communications for the best possible patient experience, and patients
can share their experiences and treatment regiments.
With MEDIS, users can earn
MediCOIN in exchange for
their data, and spend them
when they need treatment,
medication or healthcare
services.”
Aram Kovach

Patients can sign up using their mobile phones at
http://MyMedis.In by tapping on the "patient signup" button.
The service is free to patients and includes an ultra-secure
three-factor authentication for next level security. The
protection of medical information is of paramount concern,
and we provide granular detail of how all data is encrypted for
security measures.

The portal conveniently works across all platforms including
cell phones and all carriers, globally. The company launch will be in the UAE with international
expansion plans in 2018.
MyMedis.IN users can upload a short video describing the desired service. MyMedis.In application
utilizes advanced voice recognition, a medical data search is performed using spoken relevant terms.
Local and regional options are also provided for cultural appropriateness. The system is multi-lingual
and automatically detects the country of origin for more accurate search results. International
customizations are available upon request. The sign-up process is simple and can be completed
using a cell phone. Conveniently, the system also allows payment for services using a personal
medical wallet which supports standard and cryptocurrency.

Patients can rate their experience for
serviced rendered with accurate
feedback on individual providers,
available to the MyMedis.IN community.
MyMedis.in is actively developing
partnerships to commercialize its
technology internationally by initiating
efforts in countries that want to be
leaders in the medical technology space.
About MyMedis.In
MyMedis.In is an advanced portal that
Access to medical records by loved ones that watch
allows patients to include reviews of
over you is now a reality
medical providers in their important life
decisions. While simple to use, the
service integrates progressive
technologies including voice and image
recognition to provide a seamless user
experience. Security is of paramount
concern, and we keep all medical
information secure with a SWARM
distributed cloud, encrypting every
medical record and piece of personal
data. My Medis.In technology has a
broad portfolio of pending and granted
international patents. The international
ICO (initial coin offering) providing global
cryptocurrency funding launched
Shere in the immedicacy of the medical crypto currency
December 1, 2017. The company is now
of the future with mymedis.in medicoins.
accepting sponsorship contributions from
a worldwide audience. My Medis.in has
partnered with Emerald Assurance Network, a global insurance captive that mitigates risk and adjusts
premiums in real time utilizing innovative self-learning risk analytical technology.
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